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Abstract

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation

by

Ebo Crofifie

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Andrew R. Neureuther, Research Advisor

A new TCAD software tool named STORM (Simulation Tools for Optical Resist Models) has been
developed to support the quantitative modeling of optical resist processes in deep submicron lithogra
phy. These processes such as post exposure bake (FEE) and silylation involve changing topographies
and moving interfaces. Thus, accurate modeling has to take into account the sharp interface propaga
tion and polymer deformation induced stress effects. Analytic solutions are not available for the
model-equations and numerical algorithms have to be developed to simulate the physical models. This
need for rigorous numerical methods to facilitate rapid simulation of optical resist processes has been
the motivation for the development of STORM. Several numerical tools have been included in
STORM to provide a general numerical framework for tackling complex model-equations encountered
in optical lithography process modeling. STORM utilizes the finite element method to emulate the
polymer deformation. For the sake of rapid simulation, we employ efficient numerical algorithms
based on the second order backward difference formula (BDF2) and Krylov subspace methods in
STORM. An order of magnitude increase in performance is achieved over classical numerical methods
such as Crank-Nicolson method. Monte Carlo methods for simulating oxygen reactive ion etching for
surface imaged resist processes are also employed in STORM.

The efficiency and flexibility of STORM at simulating highly nonlinear partial differential equations
allows for the accuracy of moving boundary models to be explored. Thus, moving boundary models
for FEE, silylation, wet development and dry development of surface imaged resists are chosen as test
vehicles for STORM. Applications of these first pass models to deep submicron resist processes such
as bilayer resist (BLR), top surface imaging (TSI) and chemically amplified resist (CAR) are demon
strated in this report. Simulation demonstration of special technology issues in 193nm lithography
such as line end shortening (LES) in DUV resist and line edge roughness (LER) in surface imaged
resist processes are also presented in this report. Simulation times for the highly stiff model-equations
were less than 15 minutes except the dry development process, which took about an hour on a DEC
Alpha 600 MHz machine. STORM program release information can be obtained at the following web
site, http://microlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ebo.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

Modeling and simulation of semiconductor processes are especially useful in cop
ing with the complexity associated with today's advanced lithography processes
and emerging technologies for tomorrow [1]. As new optical lithography exposure
tools and resist materials for deep submicron applications emerge, accurate models
and simulators for these processes become indispensable tools for understanding
and optimizing the processes. At each change in wavelength, there is a renewed
interest in surface imaged resist processes such as top surface imaging (TSI) and
bilayer resists (BLR) since these processes offer viable extensions of current optical
lithography tools for future generation integrated circuits (ICs). Modeling and sim
ulation is useful for understanding factors responsible for various issues associated
with the implementation of surface imaged systems for IC manufacturing and can
provide directions for optimizing these processes.

A rigorous and flexible numerical framework for simulating resist mechanisms is
needed for reliable prediction of resist profiles. A simulation program that provides
such a framework has been developed and named STORM, which stands for Simu
lation Tools for Optical Resist Models.

The development of STORM is motivated by the need to support quantitative mod
eling of 193nm and EUV lithography processes such as BLR, TSI and chemically-
amplified resist (CAR). These applications require simulation tools for post expo
sure bake (PEB), silylation, wet development and O2 reactive ion etching (RIE) of
surface imaged resists. First pass models for these processes are presented. The
model-verification step requires systematic experimental data that can be readily
quantified. The design of experimental procedure, calibration of the proposed mod
els and future extensions of the algorithms will be the subject of the Ph.D. thesis.

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 13



Introduction

The modeling efforts for resist processes were initiated by Dill et al [4]. This model
was employed in developing the SAMPLE simulator [5]. Ferguson et al [6] pro
posed the first model for the CAR PEB process. Zuniga et al [3] and Mack [7]
employed variations of this PEB model in developing a PEB process simulator.

For the TSI process, Hartney et al [8] presented a first pass model based on aerial
image calculations. Pierret [9] proposed a mechanistic based model for the silyla-
tion process. Zuniga et al [10] extended this model to take into account possible
stress accumulation during the silylation process.

The model-equations of the resist processes presented in this report take on the
form of partial differential equations (PDEs). An approach suitable for solving the
equations is to develop a semi-discrete analogue of the PDEs where the PDEs are
discretized in space using the Finite Element Method (FEM) [14]. This consists of a
discretization of a domain of interest, into elements with discrete endpoints, or
nodes. The space discretization results in a system of stiff ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) with the system size proportional to the number of nodes approx
imating the domain. This system of ODEs can then be discretized in time to obtain
a full discrete problem which can be solved numerically. The stiffness of the sys
tems pose extra requirements on the stability of the methods to be used for the time
discretization. For the sake of stability, an implicit time advancement scheme must
be utilized to discretize the system in time and a resulting system of simultaneous
implicit equations are solved at each timestep.

The numerical algorithms implemented in STORM are described in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes a new mechanistic based moving boundary model for PEB.
Chapter 4 describes a revised model for polymer silylation. The model needed to
simulate the wet development step of BLR process is described in chapter 5 and the
O2 RIE dry developmentmodel for surface imaged resist processes is described in
chapter 6. Chapter 7 demonstrates simulation examples of these models and their
applications to CAR, BLR and TSI. Simulation demonstration of special technol
ogy issues in 193nm lithography such as line end shortening (LES) in DUV resist
and line edge roughness (LER) in surface imaged resist processes are also pre
sented in chapter 7 before concluding this report in chapter 8.

STORM program release informationcan be obtained at the following web site,
http://microlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/-ebo.
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CHAPTER 2 Numerical Algorithms

Currentapplications of STORM focus on a class of nonlinearmoving boundary
model-equations oftenencountered in modeling deep submicron resistprocesses.
Thesemodelequations takeon the formof partialdifferential equations (PDEs). An
approach suitable for solving these model-equations is to develop a semi-discrete
analogue of the PDEs where the PDEsare discretized in spaceusingthe Finite Ele
ment Method (FEM) [14]. This consists of a discretization of a domain of interest,
intoelementswithdiscreteendpoints, or nodes.The spacediscretization results ina
system of stiffordinary differential equations (ODEs) with the system size propor
tional to the number of nodes approximatingthe domain.This system of ODEs can
then be discretized in time to obtain a full discrete problem which can be solved
numerically. The stiffness of the systemsposeextra requirements on the stability of
the methods to be used for the time discretization. For the sake of stability, an
implicit time advancementscheme must be utilized to discretize the system in time
and a resulting system of simultaneous implicit equations are solved at each
timestep. This chapterdescribes the space and time discretization algorithms used
in STORM.

2.1 Finite Element Space Discretization

The STORM simulator requires the user to provide a semi-discrete form of the
PDEs using the finiteelement method.To illustrate the weak formulationprocedure
used for the discretization process, we consider the following linear parabolic prob
lem

^f/(x,0-V»(DVC/(*,/)) =/(f/(x,0) inQx/ (2.1)
ot

U = 0 on r X / (2.2)

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 15
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U{x, 0) = (2.3)

The weak formulation of(1) reads as follows: Find U{t) e Hq(Q), te I,

iO,V) +a(U;U,V) = (/([/),V) We Hq(Q), re I (2.4)

such that

C/(0) = where

(a.P) =Jap<iS2 and a(U',(W,V)) =JdVWVF^/Q
n 0.

The space Hq(Q) is aHilbert space consisting offunctions Vdefined on Q
which together with their first derivatives are square-integrable and are zero on
r = dS2. The reader interested in the definitions of Hilbert spaces should con
sult [14], F^r the sake ofdiscretization, we let be afinite dimensional sub-
space of with basis {(Pj,(p^} .Thus, we have the following semi-
discrete anmogue of(2.4): Find U^(t)e ^t e 1, such that

(U^,V) +a{U '̂, U^y) = {f{U^),V) We re 7 (2.5a)

(U^(x, 0), V) =([/", V) Ws (2.5b)

Let us rewrite (3) using the representation

M

Ui^(.x,t) ='̂ u.(.t)<f.ix) t€l (2.6)
i = I

16 Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submlcron Resist Process Simulation



Finite Eiement Space Discretization

Using (4) and taking V= (pj, j = 1,A/, in (2.5), we get
M M

^ £>,•(()«?,,<fj) +̂ £/,.(Oa«P,-.<fj) =(/.<Py) • ;• =1 M. IS I
/ = 1 1=1

M

^ C/,(0)(>P,-,<P^.) =(c/° (Py) j=1,.... M (2.7)
' /• = 1

or in a matrix form:

M • 0 + KU = F (2.8)

This can be written in the usual ODE system notation as:

M'U = g(U) where g(V) = F-K'U (2.9)

= ((P;,cp^) = Icp;(p,.fi(x• J',"/

I=o(<P/. q>y) =J jDVtp. .V(p^.rfx

= (/(O, <pp

AT is known as the stiffness matrix, M is the time derivative matrix or the mass
matrix and F is the forcing vector or the load vector. K and M are global matrices
in the sense that they contain information about the whole domain Q. In practice,
the elements k.. and m.. are computed by summing the contributions from the
different elemeflts discreVizing the domain. STORM uses triangular elements to dis-
cretize the domain.

2.1.1 Polymer linear viscoelastic model

Resist materials are observed tobehave viscoelastically below Tg and rubber-like
above Tg [15]. The compaction orswelling of thepolymer matrix during therelax
ation of the polymer can induce mechanical stress in the resist film. If the polymer
mechanical properties depend nonlinearly on the stress, the mechanics of the mate
rial is said to be non-linear. We assume a general linear viscoelastic model assum
ing that the polymer deviatoric strain rate depends linearly on the deviatoric stress.

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 17
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We relate the mechanical properties of the polymer to the stress through the follow
ing constitutive equations [2]:

e = e' + e" a' = a' + a"

9v dv
' - t = ~J
^xx dx yy dy

3v dv V

^ + =GDfe'
3t T

a" = 3KAe" + a.

D =

V: deformation rate

6': Shear strain rate

i": Volumetric strain rate

a': Shear stress

o": Hydrostatic pressure

T) : Viscosity

G : Elastic shear modulus

K : Elastic bulk modulus

T : relaxation time constant

2 0 0 0

0 2 0 0

00 2 0

0 0 0 1

2.1.2 Discretization of the linear momentum balance equation

To simulate polymer deformation, forces at the boundary are related to the rate
of change of the dependent variables that causes volume expansion or shrink
age in the polymer during the resist process. In the case of a.fast reaction, we
can assume that the volume displacement in the system is only a function of
the rate of change of the expanding or shrinking species at the reacted/unre-
acted boundary, allowing us to neglect the bulk forces in the system [3].

This approximation is valid for the model equations under consideration,
since these processes exhibit a shaip reacting front which propagates
inside the resist material. Under this assumption, the product of the varia-
tional of the strain rate and the stress in the system is expressed as follows
[2]:

J(6e^ -ayn =J(6e '+5e ")((j'+ a'')dQ
a' a'

18 Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation



Finite Element Space Discretization

where the stress and strain rate vectors have been decomposed into orthogonal
shear and dialational components such that the productof shear and dialational
components is identically zero. The expression in terms of the velocity profile
is stated as follows:

5v J +JV'̂ a.L" v=fiv'"J fdV
r'a' a'

where T| is the viscosity of the system and a is chosen to simulate the incom-
pressibility of the polymer. L' and L" are given by

L' =

2^_a_
sjdx vsjdy

M m
dy

dy dx

.L" =

-1- fil-3)dx[3jdy

DAfi^A
3jdx {3jdy

ilA rnA
3jdx [3jdy

0 0

and Vis defined by the finiteelement discretization interpolation functions and nodal
velocity values. Since this expression must hold true for any arbitrary variation in the
velocity profile we can write the following expression [ATlCv] = F, where

K^K'̂ K" K" =^V'̂ aVdO. K' = ^L'̂ ^DL'dQ. F^ ^fdT
or Q

K can be interpreted as the stiffness matrix relating the movement of nodes of the
system through equivalent spring constants [3], which are a function of the mechan
ical properties of the polymer and the forces applied to it. The individual entries of
K are given by

and

^=jvjdr

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 19
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2.2 BDF2 Time Discretization

The BDF2 time advancement equation is of the following form:

/(A. A) V=a^h^.h)•VJ +Hh^.h)•UJ_^

The weight values a, b, and c are given by the following expressions:

a(hyh) = I-b

,2
b{h.,h) = -—

h^ +2'h^ h

c(hy h) = h+h^-b

where h and /z; are the current and previous timestep respectively. Approximating
U with BDF2 time advancement scheme in equation (5), we get the discrete form.

= S(Uj^y)

This implicit time advancement requires Newton iterations for its solution. The
following is adapted from [16].

2.2.1 Predictor for the initial Newton guess

The predictor for the initial Newton guess for the Newton solution U.^ ^ is a
quadratic extrapolation from the three previous steps U U U 2-The
divided difference form of the Lagrange extrapolation e/ror"(predictor error)
PE = U[t j, tj, t. yt._2]-h-(h +h^)(h +h^+/I2) is used to con
trol the tim^(step, allowing accurate predictions of the system solution to ensure
fast convergence of the Newton method. The predictor error requires knowl
edge of the converged solution which is not available. Thus, one makes the
assumption that the predictor error of the current timestep is the same as the
predictor error of the previous timestep. One then checks for the validity of this
assumption after the converged solution is obtained and accepts or rejects the
timestep based on how close the assumed predictor error is to the actual predic
tor error.

The time step control scheme is as follows:

1. Estimate PE using the four previous timesteps

2. Cdculate the timestep h such that is below some predictor error
tolerance.

20 Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation



BDF2 Time Discretization

3. Use this h to calculate the initial Newton guess V,

4. Calculate the and compare with PE^^j
5. IfPE and PE^ are close enough, accept this timestep h. Ifnot, half

h and repeat steps (3), (4) and (5).

2.2.2 The Modified Newton method for BDF2

Newton's method involves linearizing theresidual function _
R{U) = M •{U- U)-c' g{U) = 0 about the latest iterate [17]. Thus, if U is the
latest iterate, Newton seeks the next iterate U + 6U from the approximation
R{U + bU) R(U) + R\U)' 5U where R'= J is theJacobian matrix. Instead of
updating J at each iteration, J is only updated when necessary (i.e. when conver
gence fails with anold 7) [18]. Soto gettheNewton correction 6U onesolve the
linearsystems J bU = -R{U) Note that J = M-c •g\U). J is a sparsematrix
so anefficient sparse matrix linear solver is required to solve for 6f/. STORM uses
SuperLU direct sparse matrix solver [19].

2.2.3 The Krylov Subspace Newton Convergence Accelerator

In order to improve the convergence characteristics, we employ Miller's Krylov
subspaceaccelerator[17]. Beginning with the initial Newtonguess , the acceler
ator first preconditions the residualequation with the Jacobian to get

Ry^) = = ''0

the initial residual. Assuming that

f{x + z) = f{x)-A-z

it then solves the linear residual correction equation

to get the correction vector vj the next iterate =yQ +vj and
Avj s /(yQ)-/(yj). Thus at the Jtth step, the set ofvectors {vj, V2,...,
and {Av J, Av^,..., Avj^} are accumulated. The general algorithm approximates
the solution ofthe ^th residual correction equation

/(y^ +v) = r^-A-v = 0

by letting ^ j be the element in the subspace =span{vj, v^,..., v^} such
that [|'";^-Aw, j|j is minimized. Thus one solves the resulting linear least
squares problem to^btain the desired correction w, ^ j.The reader interested in
rigorous treatment of this method should consult [1/].

2.2.4 The Starting procedure

The BDF2 algorithm as described above is a multi-step method requiring four solu
tion vectors. Thus a starting procedure is needed to generate these solution vectors

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 21
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in order to proceed with the BDF2 algorithm. The Crank-Nickelson time advance
ment scheme is used followed by two steps of BDF2 with a fixed timestep. This
gives the four solution vectors (3 + initial vector) needed to start the full BDF2
algorithm.

22 Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation



CHAPTER 3 Modeling Post Exposure
Bake

3.1 Introduction

Chemically amplifiedresist (CAR) systems are characterized by a trade-off between
process latitude and exposure sensitivity. Exposure latitude has been observed to
decrease with increasing PEB temperature while exposure sensitivity improves at these
higher temperatures [20]. This degradation of process latitude with increasing tempera
ture is attributed to the enhancement of acid diffusion at higher temperatures. The rela
tive impact of diffusion on smaller feature sizes has led to intensive investigation of the
post exposure bake (PEB) reaction/diffusion mechanisms to gain better understanding
of physical parameters affecting the relief image formation.

Several models have been proposed to describe the physical and chemical processes that
occur during PEB[20][21]. Most of the physical models available in the literature differ
only in the type of diffusion used to describe the acid transport mechanism. The diffu
sion types range from simple Fickean [21] to algebraic and exponential concentration
dependent diffusion [22]. These models usually give adequate predictions of the relief
image for the PEB times of interest. However, recent results of acid diffusion experi
ments show negligible acid diffusivity in polyhydroxysterene (PHOST), a typical poly
mer resin in CAR [23]. On the other hand, when the PHOST polymer is grafted with t-
BOC protecting groups, the acid catalyzed reaction was observed to advance the pro-
tected/deprotected t-BOC interface. Furthermore, for long PEB times, the reactions
events were observe to decrease dramatically. These observations verify the reaction
driven diffusion model for PEB [24]. However, this model assumes that the diffusivity is
an exponential function of the reacted group concentration (PHOST) and suggests a
rapid acid diffusion in the reacted material. Since these recent experimental results show
negligible acid diffusion in the reacted material, we propose a new mechanistic based
moving boundary transport model based on free volume generation assumptions.

Moving Boundary Models and Methods for Deep Submicron Resist Process Simulation 23



Modeling Post Exposure Bake

3.2 Moving Boundary model for PEB

The mode! takes into account the following processes during the transformation of the
protected groups into deprotected groups.

1. Creationof deprotected sites and volatilegroups by-products

2. Diffusion and desorption of volatile groups

3. Generation of free volume contentduring volatile group desorption

4. Influence of free volume content on the acid diffusion properties

5. Polymer densification during elimination of free volume content (polymer relaxation)

6. Acid loss to the ambient due to desorption of acid in the presence of free volume content

7. Acid loss to the ambient due to base contamination

The following physical model explains
the above considerations. During PEB, radiation
the acid catalyzes a thermally induced i>000^
reaction that deprotecis the protected ^
groups (P). Volatile by-products (V) are HHHl
created during this reaction. The volatile
groups have appreciable mobility in
polymer. Thus, they desorp from the
resist material, generating a free volume (a)
content (F) in the resist [25]. Since PEB
temperatures are below the glass transi- relaxed deprotected region
tion temperature (Tg) of the resist, the (immo ieaci ) protected regio
resist is considered to behave as a glassy / (no acid)
polymer. Glassy polymers do not ' /
respond immediately to change in their
equilibrium stale [26j. Thus, the elimi
nation of free volume after the volatile

group desorption will lend to be time
dependent. The rate of densification of
the polymer during the elimination of
the free volume content will be charac- (n,oMraad)f?ee"volLe)
lerized by the relaxation time of the
polymer. If this relaxation time is large
compared to the characteristic diffusion Fig. i,(a) Acid concentration
time, then significant diffusion of the gradient after exposure.
acid can occur before the polymer densi- (b) physical mechanisms governing
fication suppresses the diffusion and pre- acid transport.
vents the acid in the densified region
from taking further part in the diffusion process. Thus, while the acid concentration
remains essentially constant during PEB, only a limited number of acid molecules at the
deprolected/protected interface can freely diffuse. This is because after the densification
of the initially exposed region of the resist, acid molecules in this region become immo
bile. The free volume content needed to facilitate acid diffusion are generated only at
the deprotected/proiected interface where reaction is taking place. Figure (lb) illustrates
this process. It is assumed that sharp boundary surface moves through the resist poly-

relaxed deprotected region
(immobile acid)

protected regioi
(no acid)

moving boundary
(mobile acid/free volume)

Fig. l.(a) Acid concentration
gradient after exposure.

(b) physical mechanisms governing
acid transport.
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Moving Boundary model for PEB

men This boundary separates a densifiedregion in which all acid molecules are immo
bile from one in which the acid concentration is zero.

The symbols used in this model is presented here for ease of reference:

H: acid group concentration

P: protected group concentration

V: volatile group state concentration

F: free volume content state concentration

A: deprotected sitesconcentration

kj.: reaction mte function

kg: maximum reaction rate constant

kdes' volatilegroup desorption rate constant

kj: parameter for acid loss due to desorption

^2: parameter for acid loss due to base contamination

D: acid diifiisivity function

Dp: acid diffusivity in polymer

Dg : acid diffusivity in the presence of free volumecontent

tr: polymer relaxation time

3.2.1 Diffusivity modei

The influence of free volume content on the diffusion properties of glassy polymers is
described in [27]. Since acid has negligible diffusivity in polymers in structural equilib
rium, we assume that acid only diffuses in the presence of free volume content. This
assumption is only valid for the case of nonvolatile acids. If the acid generated upon
exposure is volatile, then the intrinsic acid diffusivity in the polymer can be appreciable
even in the absence of reaction event. The reaction creates free volume contents, making
the diffusion a reaction driven mechanism. These reaction events are confined at the

deprotected/protected resist interface. Therefore, acid diffusion only takes place at the
sharp boundary surface where the generation of free volume is taking place. This sug
gests a dependence of the diffusivity on the free volume concentration. A diffusion
model that can be predicted theoretically using free volume arguments is the Fujitu-
Doolittle equation [28]. To present a general diffusion model that is consistent with
experimental results, we adapt the Fujitu-Doolittle equation to take into account the
negligible acid diffusivity in the absence of free volume. We model the diffusivity func
tion as

D=D,^D„(exp(^)-l)

where D , o) and u are constants.
° p
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3.2.2 Reaction Rate modei

Since the reaction is driven by the acid catalyst, the reaction events can be modeled as a
probability function of the catalyst concentration, where the higher the concentration,
the higher the number of reaction events. Experimentally, it has been observed that at a
given temperature, there is an upper limit to the amount of acid concentration which can
catalyze the reaction [23]. Excess acid concentration beyond this limit has negligible
effect on the number of reaction events. Thus, reaction rates above this limit is assumed
to be constant. This motivates the following dependence of the reaction rate parameter
on acid concentration.

kr =

3.2.3 Polymer relaxation

PEB model as described above consist of two complex moving boundary problems; one
in which the deprotected boundary (deprotected/protected interface) advances inside the
resist material and another in which deprotected regions continuously shrink, (i.e., no
conservation of volume). The characteristic time needed for the polymer matrix to reor
ganize itself to eliminate the free volume content is called the polymer relaxation time
(/;.). Weassume that the volume shrinkage rate is proportional to the free volume content
concentration. We have

ivoi =
d,

3.2.4 PEB diffusion/reaction kinetics

During the PEB step, the photo-generated acid catalyzes a thermally induced reaction of
the protected group following the following chemical equations:

P + W k, V + A

^dest
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3.2.5 Differential Equations

The following set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describe the pro
posed PEB model:

^ =-k PH ^ =kPHdt r dtf

^ =k^PH-k^^^V k^ =kg(l- exp(-aff))

3? =, y.F ° =
0/ des

^Vol =-P-
g? =V(OVff) V

3.2.6 Boundary conditions

The air-polymer interfacecan be described by assuming that the flux of the acid groups
is driven by the acid concentration,free volumecontent concentration and base contam
inants near the air-polymer interface. We model this as

• , = -k^HF-k^HVd/i ymt air-polymer

Assuming impermeable boundary conditions at the substrate polymer interface, we have
that

=0 - . =0.3n jint surface-polymer " surface-polymer

3.3 Simplified PEB Models

The proposed model attempts to capture the physical mechanisms of the PEB process at
the expense of higher complexity in the model. The number of parameters needed to
apply the above model to existing resist systems is too large, making design of experi
ments (DOE) for parameter extraction prohibitively expensive. To make this model
practical, basic assumptions have to be made to simplify the model. We make the fol
lowing assumptions in order to simplify the model:

1. Desorption rate of the volatile groups is much larger than the relaxation rate

(1/g
2. Intrinsic acid diffusivity in polymer (Dp) is zero (i.e. acid is nonvolatile)
3. The effects of acid loss to ambient on PEB is negligible

4. Base contamination in the ambient is negligible
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Assumption (1) allows us to ignore the volatile group concentration and model the
chemical reaction as:

P + H k, V + i4

Since we have direct conversion of protected groups (P) to deprotected groups (A),we
can also ignore keeping track of the protected group concentration by representing it as
{Pq-A), where Pg is the initial protected group concentration. Assumptions (3) and (4)
allows the boundary condition parameters to be set to zero. These assumptions lead to
the following simplified set of equations which will be referred to as MBT (moving
boundary transport) model in subsequent sections:

57=^=

^ =k^(Pg-A)H-^ =t^(l-exp(-aff))
r

I? =V(DVH) =-Pf.
r

If we assume that the volatile group by-products have negligible effects on the PEB
reaction/diffusion kinetics, we can arrive at an even simpler set of equations. The only
drawback of this assumption is that for long enough PEB times, the model will predict
that the acid will diffuse through the entire resist and deprotect the whole resist matrix.
Since experimental data shows that deprotection of unexposed regions of the resist satu
rates for long PEB times [29], a further acid loss assumption has to be incorporated in
the model to make it useful. Furthermore, a non-integer reaction order has to be intro
duced to better match experimental results. Under these assumptions, we will have the
following chemical and differential equations to describe the PEB process, hereafter
referred to as the Case II model:

P + H k. A

dA

Tt
= -k^{P^-A)H''

I? =V{DVH)-ktH

D = Dq or D = DoCXpfcoA)
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where m is the reaction order and ki is the acid loss rate constant. If D is chosen to be
constant, then the above model is the hckean diffusion model of PEB available in the lit

erature [21]. If D is chosen to be exponential function of the deprotected group concen
tration, then the above model becomes the case II type diffusion PEB model available in
the literature [24]. In comparing the MBT model and the case II model, we see that the
number of parameters needed to be extracted experimentally to apply the models are
comparable.The MBT model requiresk(,,a, /p D^, w and P extracted whereas the Case
II model requires ki, m, and w extracted. The number of parameters for the MBT
model can be the same as that for the Case II model if the user is only interested in pre
dicting the extent of deprotection and latent image formation without resist shrinkage.
This is often times the case and so P can usually be ignored. Thus, although the MBT
model and the Case II model can have the same DOE complexity, the MBT model offers
a much more accurate prediction of experimental results since it is more physical and
mechanistic based than the case II model.
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CHAPTER 4 Modeling Silylation

4.1 Introduction

Silylation is the process of incorporatingsilicon containing compound into a resist
polymer. This is an important process in the top surface imaging (TSI) lithography
process wherebyupon exposure, the latent image is formed at the near top regionof
the resist. A silicon containing compound in the gas or liquid phase is diffused into
the polymerand the silicon is selectivelyincorporated into the exposed region (neg
ative tone) or unexposedregion (positive tone) of the resist. The silicon containing
region forms a Si02 barrier to protect the underlying resist from etching during a
dry development step in an O2 plasma.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates positive tone and
negative tone TSI processes. For the neg
ative tone process, the exposure and post
exposure bake activates functional
groups that are capable of reacting with
the silylating agent. During silylation,
the silicon is selectively incorporated in
the exposed region. Subsequent dry
development process etches the nonex-
posed region away, resulting in a nega
tive tone process. For the positive tone
TSI process (Fig. 4.1b) the resist
crosslinks upon exposure. During subse
quent silylation, the crosslinked region
inhibits the diffusion of the silylating
agent, allowing selective incorporation of
silicon in the nonexposed region. During
the dry development process, the non
silylated region is etched away, resulting
in a positive image.

Like the PEB process described in chap
ter 3, silylation is a moving boundary
problem in which the larger molecule
silylating agent continuously expands the
resist polymer while a sharp silylated/
unsilylated front propagates inside the
resist [31]. A comprehensive model for a
negative tone silylation process was first
presented by Pierrat [9]. This model
takes into account the reaction of the

silylating agent with the hydroxyl groups of the polymer and the relaxation of the poly
mer after reaction. Zuniga et al proposed a two dimensional extension of the model to
take into account possible stress induced reaction retardation due to polymer swelling
[10]. The underlying assumptions of these models are that the silylating agent (5) reacts
with the hydroxyl groups (^0 to form unexpanded sites {U). The unexpanded sites then
relax with some relaxation time constant to form expanded sites (£). The chemical
equations describing this process is as follows:

EXPOSURE AND PEB

SILYLATION

DRY DEVELOPMENT

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.1.(a) Negative tone non-diffusion
enhanced TSI scheme,

(b) Positive tone diffusion enhanced
TSI scheme.

S + W k. U

U
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The resulting set of differential equations are [9]:

If =-k^sH (4.2) f, =

dE U ^ (4.5)
(4.4) dt E t

max r3r r.

^ / +J5(v) b (4.6) =Aexp^ ^—j
w 1 w

where is the silicon intrinsic diffusivity in the unsilylated film, kjis the reaction
rate, is the polymerrelaxation time, w is the reaction-diffusion coupling coeffi
cient, and B is the stress-reaction coupling coefficient. Resist swelling, as modeled
by equation (4.5), is supposedto give rise to stress and strain fields as a function of
the local deformation, as calculated by equation (4.6). As illustrated in equation
(4.7), such stress fieldsare supposed to lead to a local reduction in the reaction rate
by linearly changing the activationenergy of the process. The silylated/unsilylated
boundary propagation is modeled by the nonlineardiffusive transport as shown in
(4.1). This local enhancement with the diffusivity is a result of both the polymer
expansion and the lowering of the glass transition temperature (Tg) at the reacted
sites.

Though the above model is mechanisticallyappealing, the sequence of reaction
events has to be modified since the hydroxyl group sites of the resist polymer must
first expand to adsorb the larger molecule silylating agent during the reaction.

4.2 Moving Boundary Model for Silylatlon

We propose a general moving boundary model for positive and negative tone silylation
process capable of simulating both diffusion enhanced on non-diffusionenhanced sily
lating schemes. This model takes into account the following:

1. Diffusion of the silylating agent in non-crosslinked region

2. Adsorption of the silylating agent at functional group sites

3. Polymer expansion during adsorption of silylating agent (polymer relaxation)

4. Reaction of the functional groups with the adsorbed silylating agent

5. Enhancement of local diffusivity at the reacted sites
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An intuitivepictureof the mechanisms that motivated the aboveconsiderations can be
obtained as follows. During silylation, the silylating agent diffuses in the non-
crosslinkedregion of the polymer (diffusionenhanced silylation) or the diffuses through
the entirepolymer (non-diffusion enhanced silylation). Sincethe silylating agentmole
cules are larger than the functional group sites, the silylating agent must be adsorbed at
the functional group sites before reaction can take place. This adso^tion process can be
visualized by assuming that the largersilylating agent molecule mustpenetrate into the
smaller functional group sites in order to make itself available for reaction. As a first
pass, we will modelthe adsorbtion processby the absorbing probability equation where
it is assumed that the probability that a silylating agent will be adsorbed is proportional
to the silylating agent flux.During the adsorption, the polymer is displaced by the larger
silicon molecule, causing it to swell at the site. We assume that the polymer adsorption/
swelling rate is proportional to the polymer relaxation time (r^)- After adsorption, the
silylating agent reacts with the functional groups to form the reacted sites. Since the
silylated resist has lower glass transition temperature (Tg) [9], the diffusivity of the sily
lating agent at the reactedsites is much larger than that of the unsilylatedsites. This
mechanism creates a sharp moving boundary between silylated and unsilylated resist.

4.2.1 Adsorption rate model

From the above consideration, we can write the following model for the adsorption rate
probability:

In words, the probability that a silylating agent will be adsorbed at a functional group
site is proportional to the silylating agent concentration and inverselyproportional to the
polymer relaxation time. The higher the silylating agent concentration or the lower the
relaxation time, the higher the probability of an adsorption event. Thus, the reaction rate
will be proportional to the silylating agent concentration, the functional group concen
tration and the probability that the silylating agent will be adsorbed at the functional
group sites.

4.2.2 Diffusivity model

As explainedabove, the local diffusivityis enhanced at the reacted sites due to the lower
Tg of the polymer atthese sites [9]. Since there are several silylation processes
[32][8][29], a general model should account for all these processes. The Fojita-Doolittle
equation for diffusion is moreappealing for reactedsites enhanceddiffusion since it is
theoreticallyderivedfrom free volumeand glass transition temperature arguments [28].
To presenta generaldiffusionmodel,we adapt the Fujita-Doolittle equation to take into
account cross-linked regions that impedes the diffusion of the silylating agent.

Df, is the intrinsic diffusivity of silylating agent in the resist polymer, R is the reacted
sites concentration and C is the cross-linked sites concentration.
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4.2.3 Polymer relaxation

As discussed above, the sllylation process consists of two complex moving boundary
problems; one in which the silylated/unsilylatedboundary advances inside the resist
material and another in which resist continuously swell during the process of silylating
agent adsorption (i.e., no conservation of volume). We assume,that the volume expan
sion rate is proportional to the change in the reacted sites concentration.This assump
tion yields:

3 f/ I q3/?^Vol =
dt

P is a parameter proportional to the size of the silylating agents molecules being
adsorbed in the resist.

4.2.4 Sllylation diffusion/reaction kinetics

The followingchemical equations summarizes the reaction kinetics described above:

5+W Kds ^S:H

S:H

where S:H is an adsorbed site available for reaction.

4.2.5 Differential Equations

The followingset of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describe the pro
posed sllylation model:

f =-t.,ASH +V(DVS)
D=D„exp(^-Yc)

^ ^̂ _ exp(-a0)
dR

k, =

Avo/ =
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4.2.6 Boundary conditions

The gas-polymer interface can be described by assuming that the flux of the silylating
agent is driven by the gas pressure in the reactor and by the concentration of the silylat
ing agent in the polymer near the gas-polymer interface [9]. We model this as

-(I).. . , = kyP-k^S
int air-polymer

Assuming impermeableboundaryconditions at the substrate polymer interface,we have
that

= 0iJint substrate-polymer
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CHAPTER 5 Modeling Wet
Development

5.1 Introduction

The bilayer (BLR) process requires a wet development step to define the silicon con
tainingresist regionfor subsequent O2reactiveion etching (RIE) dry development.
Thus, a wet developmentmodel is needed to simulate BLR. STORM is a useful general
frameworkfor the many potential phenomena in wet development. Considerable
amount of work has been done in modeling wet development [41[7][351[36].

The nonlinear response of the activated (deprotected or non-inhibited) sites concentra
tion to an aqueous developerduring the wet developmentprocess suggests a mechanism
govemed by a nonlinear moving boundary model-equation. We explore a simple resist
contrast based moving boundary model that takes into account the following mecha
nisms:

1. Diffusion of the developer from the bulk solution to the surface of the resist

2. Adsorption of the developer at the resist surface

3. Reaction of the resist polymer with the adsorbed developer

4. Desorption of the reacted product back into the bulk of the developer

5. Enhancement of local diffusivity at developed sites

An intuitive picture of the mechanisms that motivated the above considerations can be
obtained as follows. During wet development, the developer must be adsorbed by the
resist surface to react with the polymer. The increase in solubility rate at the activated
sites of the resist is attributed to the increase in adsorption rate at the activated sites. We
will model the adsorbtion process by the absorbing probability equation where it is
assumed that the probability that the developer will be adsorbed is proportional to the
local activated sites concentration. This adsorption probability will be assumed to fol
low resist contrast curves. After adsorption, the developer reacts with the polymer to
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form developed sites. These sights represent the absence of the resist polymer. The
developer is then transported to the undeveloped resist surface to be absorbed. This
rapid transport through the developed sites can be modeled as an enhancement in the
diffusivity at the developed sites. This mechanism creates a sharp moving boundary at
the surface of the undeveloped resist matrix.

5.2 Adsorption rate mode!

From the above consideration, we
write the following model for the
adsorption rate probability:

Kds - wa4(l-exp(-a(A-Ao))),i,)

where A is the activated sites con

centration,Aois the threshold acti
vated site concentration, kj is the
adsorption probability of an unex-
posed resist and a is a fitting param
eter. In words, the probability that a
developer molecule will be adsorbed
at a resist surface is proportional to
the activated sites concentration. If

the activated sites concentration is

below a certain threshold (A^), then
the adsorption probability takes the
value of that of an unexposed resist
(very small positive number). The
higher the activated sites concentra
tion, the higher the probability of an adsorption event which results in higher solubility
rates. This model resembles resist contrast curves as shown in figure 5.1. Figure 5.1a
shows the normalized resist thickness remaining after development vs. exposure energy
(after post exposure bake) [30]. Figure 5.1b shows the developer adsorption probability
vs. activated sites concentration. It is assumed that there exists an activated sites concen

tration Ayforwhich the adsorption probability is 1for all activated sites concentration
more than Ay. The resist contrast y isa measure of the steepness of the curve (a) intran
sition from Eg to^and iscommonly defined as

Ao/Eo

Exposure energy (E) or
activated sites concentration

Fig. 5.1. (a) Normalized resist thickness
remaining after development vs. exposure
energy (after post exposure bake)
(b) Developer adsorption probability vs.
activated sites concentration after post
exposure bake

Y =

log

Ef, is the threshold exposure energy for dissolution. Likewise, a is a measure of the
steepness ofcurve (b) from A^ toAyand isassumed tobeproportional to y. Thus, a can
be extracted from resist contrast curves such as in figure 5.1a. From the above consider
ations, the development rate will be proportional to the resist resin concentration (/?),
the developer concentration (0 and the probability that the developer will be adsorbed
at the resist surface.
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5.3 Diffusivity model

Asexplained above, the local diffusivity is enhanced at thedeveloped resistsitesdue to
theabsence of resist polymer at these sites. We assume an exponential dependence of
the diffusivityon the developedsites concentration.

Dg isthe intrinsic diffusivity ofdeveloper in the resist polymer and P is the developed
sites concentration.

5.4 Wet deveiopment diffusion/reaction kinetics

Thefollowing chemical equations summarizes the reaction kinetics described above:

Q:R

whereR is the resinconcentration, Q is the developer concentration Q:Ris the adsorbed
site available for reaction, P is the productof the reaction and is the reaction ratecon
stant.

5.5 Differential Equations

The following set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describe the pro
posed wet developmentmodel:

If =-k,i,kfiR+V{DVQ)

If =-ka,.k,QR

If =

Kds - -exp(-a(A-Ao))),A,)
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5.6 Boundary conditions

The initial resist-developer interface can be described by assuming that the flux of the
developer solvent is driven by the difference in the developer concentrations at the bulk
and the resist surface as well as the surface inhibition content concentration at the resist

surface. We model this as

, =/: (e-e )-jt2/
vd«y/int developer-polymer

where I is the inhibitor content concentration. Assuming impermeable boundary condi
tions at the substrate polymer interface, we have that

= 0
\anjmt substrate-polymer
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CHAPTER 6 Modeling O2 Reactive Ion
Etching for Surface Imaged
Resists

6.1 Introduction

Surface imaged resist processes require O2reactive ion etching (RIE) dry development
step to transfer the resist image defined at the near top region to the rest of the resist. In
the topsurfaceimaging (TSI)and the bilayerresist (BLR)processes, thenear top region
of the resist to be etched contains silicon, which converts to silicon dioxide etch mask
during the dry development step.The modelingof this O2RIE process is necessary for
the simulation of surface imaged resist processes. The difference between etching sur
face imagedresist processesand conventional RIE processesis that the etch mask is not
prescribedbefore the etching process. It must be created during the etchingprocess
proper. Thus, modeling of the O2RIE process necessitate the modeling of Si02 etch
mask formation during the etching.
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Fig. 6.1 illustrates the dry etching process for sur
face imaged resists. The feed gas is assumed to be
SO2.The oxygen atoms react with the silicon to
form a Si02 barrier.The presence of sulfur results
in inhibition of reaction on the resist surface and

protects the sidewalls. The resist surface is bom
barded with energetic ions and surface that is not
protected by barrier gets etched away.The inci
dent energetic ions remove the sulfur, increasing
the etch rate of bombarded surfaces.

A considerable number of plasma processing
models and simulators have been developed
[5][37][11][12][39][40][38]. The available simu
lation models attempt to capture the material
removal by emulating the time evolution of the
topography during the etching process. The most
popular algorithm used for topographic profile
simulation is the string algorithm^ well known
from the simulation program SAMPLE [5]. In this
algorithm, the wafer surface is represented by a
string of points connected by line segments (2D)
or surface elements (3D). Depending on the
implementation, the lines are moved according to
the local etch rate [12].

A second algorithm for dry etch simulation is the
cell-removal method proposed by Pelka [12]. In
this approach, the complete volume of the mate
rial to be etched is described by dividing it into a
matrix of little cells. These cells are removed

according to the local etch conditions. Both
approaches described above simulate the time
evolution of the topography in order to be able to
visualize the final topography after etching.

An alternative approach used in STORM is to rep
resent the simulation domain with a grid of nodes
and elements using the finite element method. The
material to be etched is given some initial concen
tration and the time evolution of the remaining material topography is predicted by the
reaction/diffusion/ion-bombardment kinetics on a fixed grid. The etched profile can then
be visualized with a plotter such as MATLAB, by plotting the concentration of the
remaining material. By using interpolationschemes to refining the grid, the plotter dis
plays a sharp contrast between etched and non-etched material and leads to a more real
istic profile after simulation. In this way, visualization of the final profile is left as a task
of a plotterand not the grid. Most importantly, line edge roughnessas observedin
etchedprofiles of surfaceimaged resistscan be simulated moreefficiently with this
approach.
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6.2 O2 RIE plasma etching model for surfaced Imaged
resists

Wedemonstrate thenew approach by modeling the O2 RIEdry development process of
surface imaged resists, although the approach is applicable to all plasma etching pro
cesses. We consider the following mechanisms during the O2 RIE dry development step:

1. Transportof oxygen (O) from the bulk plasma to resist (Q surface
2. Reaction of silicon (5) and O to form SiO^etch barrier (B)

3. Adsorption of O by C surface to form C:0 adsorbed products

4. Reaction and thermal desorption of C:0 to form volatile products (P)

5. Ion enhanced desorption of C:0 products

6. Physical sputtering of S

7. Physical sputtering of B

8. Enhancement of local diffusivity of oxygen at etched sites

The following describesthe abovemechanism. During the dry development step, O
atoms (activated neutrals) diffuse to the resist surface to react with the carbon (C) and
silicon (5) while energetic ions (7) bombard the exposed surface. The reaction of the O
withS result in a SiOj^ etch barrier(5). The adsorption C> by C surfaceand subsequent
reaction results in isotropic etching (ashing) of the resist. The ion enhances the etching
rate at the surface by increasing the desorption rate of the etched products.The rate-lim
itingstep is assumed to be desorption of COgas [33].Energetic ionscanalsosputterthe
silicon before it forms a barrier or can sputter the barrier.The absence of resist material
afteretchingmeansthe fresh O atomscan be quickly transported to the newexposed
surface. We consider this as an enhancement of the local diffusivity at the etched sites.

The chemistry and physics of a plasma process is very complex, making the evaluation
of all possiblesurfaceprocessescomputationally expensive. Additional chemistry and
physicscan be incorporated into the aboveetch model, including the consideration of
SO2 feed gas (instead of O2 feed gas) to allowfor sidewall passivation by the sulfur
products, physical sputtering of carbon,formation and desorption of CO2 as an etch
product,etc. These processescan be added to the above model with ease but at the cost
of increased computation resources and time.

6.3 Monte-Carlo method for Ion bombardment

We assume that the energy and angle of incident of the ions arriving at the resist surface
have a normal distribution about some mean value with standard deviation a. For the

energy, the mean is chosen to be proportional to the substrate bias. The mean incidence
angle is chosen to be zero (normal to the surface) with 0 = 2° [12]. In order to distin
guish different angles of incidence and different energies, Monte-Carlo methods are
used. A random number generator determines the energy and angle of a incident ion.
The effects of the ion on etching are then incorporated into the calculation of the state of
the resist surface.
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6.4 Dry development diffusion/reaction kinetics

The following chemical equations summarizes the reaction kinetics described above:

0 + C 0:C k,, P

I + 0:C Yrn^. P
C,L>

/ + S Y.k.
i ton.

l + B Yak.
o ton

where is the oxidation rate constant, kg^s is the adsorption rate constant, kif^gr is the
thermaldesorption rateconstant, Y^q, Yg and Yg are the yield of CO,S and B molecules
desorped or sputtered per ion incident, and kif,„ is proportional to the ion bombardment
energy.

6.5 Diffusivity model

We assume that the plasma is generated at a high enough pressure such that the transport
of the activated neutrals is governed by diffusion. As explained above, the local diffusiv
ity is enhanced at the etched sites due to the absence of resist polymer at these sites (free
space). We assume an exponential dependence of the diffusivity on the etched sites con
centration.

Dgis the intrinsic diffusivityof neutrals in the resist polymer and P is the reacted
product (free space) concentration.

6.6 Differential Equations

We assume that all O atoms incident on the surface react immediately to form C:0.
i.e. Adsorptionprobability We further assume that the desorption rate is
much larger than the adsorption rate so that we need not keep track of 0:C concen-
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tration.The following set of couplednonlinearpartialdifferential equations
describe the proposed dry development model:

dt
Hr = -k^^OS-k,hOC +ViDVO)

I? =-k„OS-YsKJS

I? =k„fiS-Y,k,„„IB

^ =-k„OC-Yocki,JOC

I? =k,^OC^Yocki„„IOC

° =®o«p(l^)

6.7 Boundary conditions

Thegas-polymer interface can bedescribed byassuming that theflux of theoxygen
atoms is driven bythegas pressure in the reactor and bytheconcentration of theoxygen
in the polymer near thegas-polymer interface. The adsorption isassumed tobesmall at
the barrier sites. We model this as

• I = *iexp(-aB)P„-t20^0/1 yint air-polymer

Assuming impermeable boundary conditions at thesubstrate polymer interface, we have
that

= 0
Vo/i yint substrate-polymer
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CHAPTER 7 Applications of STORM

The first pass models proposed in chapters 3,4, 5 and 6 are usedas test vehicles for
STORM to simulate post exposure bake (PEB), silylation, wet developmentand dry
development. We useSPLAT andBLEACH [5] for the resistexposure simulation. Sim
ulation resultsfor 193nm resistapplications including bilayerresist (BLR), top surface
imaging (TSI)andchemically amplified resist (CAR) processes are presented in this
chapter. Simulation capability of special technology issues such as lineendshortening
(LES) effects in DUV resist and line edge roughness (LER) in surface imaged resist
processes are also presented.

7.1 Post exposure bake simulation

The resultsthat we presentin this sectionsimulates the full model in one dimension and
the simplified versions of the model, namely MBT model and Case II model in two
dimension.

7.1.1 ID full model simulation results

Figure 1 gives the profilesof acid groups, protected groups, volatile groups, free volume
content, and deprotected sites versus the distance into the initially pptected t-BOC f§»r
the following conditions: Dy = D^= 1x10"^^^—, ^„ =2.0^^,

=10.0-, /^ =|s, a =lO.O, (0 =5.0, and V=1.0. The PEEf time is 60s and^he
simulation performance is under 30 seconds for this I-D case on a 600MHz machine.
The time arrows in these figures illustrate the time evolution of the species. The acid
concentrationprofileshows acid diffusion only at the front where free volumecontent is
being generated. The acid behind the front is immobile and maintains the initial profile
for all times. The protected groups concentration profiles and the deprotected sites
concentration exhibit a very sharp moving boundary between deprotected and protected
regions. The volatile groups and the free volume content exhibits traveling waves of
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Figure 1. Front propagation of species, (a) Acid sites concentration, (b) Protected sites concentra
tion. (c) Volatilegroup concentration, (d) Free volume concentration, (e) Deprotected sites con
centration. (f) Time evolution of species at a fixed node.

changing profiles that rise and decay with time. The time evolution of the species at a
fixed site (Fig. 2f) illustrates this phenomena.
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7.1.2 2D MBT model (simplified) simulation results

Figure 2 shows the simulation results of surface imaged resist. The left hand figure
shows the acid concentration in resist after SPLAT and BLEACH simulations. The fig
ure on the right shows the deprotected sites concentration and the resist volume shrink
age. The simulation performance is under 3 minutes on the same machine.

Surface Image resist shrinkage after PEB

•igure 2. The left hand figure shows the acid concentration in resist after SPLAT and BLEACH
emulations. The figure on the right shows the deprotected sites concentration and the resist vol-
ime shrinkage.

Figure 3 shows the PEB simulation for DUV chemically amplified resist for the case of
volume shrinkage (right) and no volume shrinkage (left). Figure 3a shows the initial
acid concentration. Figure 3b shows the acid concentration after 60 seconds PEB time
and figure 3c shows the deprotected sites concentration after PEB2The following simu
lation paran^ters were used to obtain this result: , P„ = 0.5,
kg = 1.0^:!^, P= 0.001 , = 3.0s, a = 1.0 ,10 = 100,and% = 1.0. The simula
tion performance is under 10 minutes. The deprotected sights concentration exhibit a
very sharp concentration gradient as predicted by the MBT model.

7.1.3 2D Case II diffusion model simulation resuits

Figure 4 shows PEB simulation using the Case II model. Comparing the concentration
gradient of the deprotected sites at the reacted front, it can be seen that the MBT model
exhibit much sharper front than the Case 11 model.

7.2 Silylation simulation

Fig. 5 and 6 shows the simulation results for positive and negative tone silylation
schemes, respectively. The left figure of fig. 5 shows the exposure simulation results and
is supposed to represent the extent of crosslinking in the film after exposure. The simu
lation is run for the isolated space, isolated line and dense lines (only one line is shown
for dense line) cases. In fig. 6, the top figure shows the exposure (left) and post exposure
bake (middle) simulation results and is supposed to represent the concentration of func-
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DUV chemically amplified resist

Figure 3. (a) initial acid concentration, (b) acid concentration after 60 seconds PEB time (c)
deprotected sites concentration. Note the sharp contrast between protected and deprotected
regions.

tional group capable of reacting with silylating agent to produce the O.ISum silylated
profile shown (right).
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Case II model Simulation of CAR

(a) (b)
Figure4. a) initial acid ccaicentration. (b) deprotectedsites concentration.
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7.2.1 Positive tone non-diffusion enhanced silylation scheme

Isolated space

Isolated line

Dense lines

Figure 5. Simulation results for positive tone silylation scheme. The left figure shows the expo
sure simulation results and is supposed to represent the extent of crosslinking in the film after
exposure. The simulation is run for the isolated space, isolated line and dense lines (only one line
is shown for dense line) cases.

7.2.2 Negative tone non-diffusion enhanced silylation scheme
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Negative tone silylation

Figure6.
Simulationresults for negative lone silylation scheme. Top figure shows the exposure
and postexposure bake simulation results and is supposed to represent theconcentra
tion of functional j roi p crpaM? of reacting with silylating agent.

7.3 Wet development simulation

The simulation results for the wet development process is shown in figure 7. Fig. 7a
showsthe initialdeprotected sitesconcentration. Fig. 7b shows the developer concentra
tion at some intermediate time and the Fig. 7c shows the resist remaining at this time.
Fig.7d shows the final resist lineafterdevelopment. This result shows a very vertical
line because a high value of a wasused to represent a resistwith very highcontrast.
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This is a good demonstration of the efficiency of STORM at simulating very nonlinear
processes. The performance time is around 12 minutes.

-•v.

Figure 7. a) deprotectedsites concentration, (b) developerconcentrationafter some intermediate
time (c) resist remaining after this time, (d) final resist line.

7.4 Dry development simulation

The dry development model simulation is by far the most challenging model for
STORM. The complexity stem primarily from the nondeterministic Monte Carlo pro
cess of ion bombardment. The BDF2 algorithm described in Chapter 2 assumes that the
PDE simulates a deterministic process and uses an extrapolation scheme based on previ
ous history to predict the initial guess for the Newton iterations. Unfortunately due to
the randomness of the ion bombardment, the BDF2 algorithm fails to make accurate
predictions and therefore carefully take very small timestep to reduce numerical errors.
Therefore for the dry development process we have to turn off the adaptive timestep
control feature and use fixed timesteps to prevent BDF2 from taking very small
timesteps and therefore increasing the simulation time. Because of this performance
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degradation, simulation times for thedrydevelopment processes takes about50 minutes
to complete.
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7.4.1 2D simulation results

Fig. 8 shows simulation results of the dry etching process for surface imaged resist. Fig

Figure 8. (a) etched profile after some intermediate time (b) final etch profile after dry develop
ment. (c) oxygen atom concentration after dry development, (d) SiOx barrier concentration.
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8a shows resist remaining after some intermediate time and Fig. 8b shows the resist line
after the dry etching step. Fig. 8c shows the oxygen atoms concentration and the result
ing SiOxbarrier concentrationprotecting the unetched resist surface. The reader is
advised to ignore the darker region at the bottom center of the profile. This is due to
plotting error.

7.5 193nm lithography applications

We combine the above simulation results to demonstrate the capability of using
STORM to aid in understanding 193nm lithography technology issues. We present sim
ulation examples for TSI, BLR and CAR process for 193nm lithography. We also
present results for LER and LES.

7.5.1 193nm Chemically amplified resists

Fig. 9 demonstrates how STORM can be used to study the extension of CAR to 193nm
lithography. For the sake of simulation, we simply assume that such a CAR exists and
expose the resist with 193nm light to simulate small features. Fig. 9a shows the acid
concentration exhibiting standing wave effects after resist exposure. Fig. 9b shows the
washing out of the standing waves in the acid profile after FEB. Fig. 9c shows the result-
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ingdeprotected group concentration and Fig.9d shows thefinal line afterwetdevelop
ment. Notethat theresist volume shrinkage afterPEB is alsosimulated in these figures.

T
Figure 9. (a) acid concentration before PEB (b) acid concentration after PEB (c) deprotectedsites
concentration, (d) resist line after wet development

7.5.2 Top surface imaging (IS!)

Fig. 10 demonstrates the feasibility of STORM at simulating the 193nmTSI process.
We show the case for the positive tone process. Fig. 10a shows the extent of crosslinking
in the resist after exposure. Fig. 10bshows the resist after silylation and Fig. 10c shows
the resist line after dry development.

7.5.3 Bllayer resist (BLR)

Fig. 11 shows similar simulation results for the BLR process for 193nm lithography.
Fig. 1la shows the resist after exposure and wet development. The top layer is assumed
to be a silicon containing resist and the undeveloped line shown in the figure contains
silicon. Fig. 1lb shows the resist remaining after some intermediate etch time. Note the
randomness in the resist feature. This is due to the Monte Carlo simulation of the ion
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Top Surface Imaging

•

1

I
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. (a) extent of crosslinking after exposure, (b) silylated profile (red region shows silicon
concentration) (c) resist feature after dry development.

bombardment and rapid increase in etching rate at bombarded sites. Fig. 11c shows the
resist line after dry development

Bilayer resist process

I
Figure 11. (a) silicon containing resist after wet development, (b) resist remaining after some
intermediate etch time, (c) resist feature after dry development.

7.6 193nm lithography technology Issues simulation

Line edge roughness (LER) is the most important issue hampering the manufaciurabil-
ity of surface imaged resist processes. STORM is the first simulator known to offer sim
ulation of this important technology issue. Another technology issue of concern is line-
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end shortening(LES)effects in CAR.The relativeimpact of LBS effect on smaller fea
tures demands that causes of LES be investigatedand controlled to allow extension of
CAR for deep submicronresist applications. A cost effectiveway of investigating LES
is throughsimulation and STORM provides the meansof simulating LES.The reader
interested in our work on LES should consult [34]

7.6.1 Line edge roughness in surface imaged resist processes

The currentsurfaceimagedmodels in STORM assumesthat LER is causedby the ran
dom natureof the sputteringof the lowconcentration silicon at the profileedges instead
of its conversioninto a SiO^ barrier. In other words, when an ion bombards the silicon
containing surface in the presence of activated neutrals, the ion bombardment can accel
erate the conversion of the siliconto SiO^or it can sputter the silicon.Whilesilicon
areas containingenoughsilicon content have a high probabilityof being converted to
SiOjj barrier, the siliconconcentration at the edges of silylatedprofileis verysensitive to
this randonmess of either barrierconversion/silicon sputteringprocess caused by the
random nature of the ion bombardment.By using the above assumptions, we show sim
ulation resultsfor LERin fig. 12.Fig. 12ashowsthe top viewof the silylatedresist.Fig.
12b, 12c and 12d shows the roughness after 10 seconds, 15 seconds and 20 seconds
respectfully. The roughness is captured by plotting the resist concentration contours
after the simulation and choosing a certain concentration value as the threshold value
(below this value resist is assumed to be removed, above this value the resist remain)
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and measuring the line width variations in the etched resist to obtain roughness informa
tion.

Figure 12. Top view simulation of etched profiles, (a) initial silicon concentration, (b) roughness
simulation after 10 seconds (c) roughness simulation after 15 seconds (c) roughness after 20 sec
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7.6.2 Line-end shortening effects in DUV resist processes

Fig. 13 shows the LER simulation which attempts to quantify the deviation of the final
resist feature from the mask feature. AppUcation results show that LES simulation using
STORM can predict expoimaital results to within 10% [34].

Figure 13.Topview profile simulationof PEB effects on line end shorteningin APEX-E (a)
Resist line as drawn on mask, (b) Acid concentration in resist after exposure simulation using
SPLAT, (c) Activated sites concentration after PEB simulation showing a shorter g^ than drawn
on mask.
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CHAPTER 8 Sumniary

Rigorous simulation tools for advanced optical lithography resist processes havebeen
developed and namedSTORM. This name stands for SimulationToolsfor Optical
Resist Models. STORM's simulation engine is based on advanced numerical methods
such as the second order backward difference formula (BDF2) stiff ordinary differential
equations (ODE) numerical integratorand the Krylov subspace Newtonconvergence
accelerator. The efficiency of STORM at simulating highly nonlinear model-equations
has allowed us to explore more mechanistic based moving boundary models to improve
the model prediction of experimental results. The proposed models for wet and dry
development process are first passmodels and require experimental verification to vali
date the underlying physical assumptions.STORM simulation of these models allows,
for the very firsttime, deep submicron resist processessuch as bilayer resist (BLR), top
surface imaging(TSl) and chemicallyamplified resist (CAR) to be simulatedand simu
lation results are presentedin this report. Simulation results of special technology issues
in deep submicron lithographysuch as line-edge roughness (LER) and line-endshorten
ing (LES)are also presented. Typical simulationperformance times were under 15min
utes for all the processesexcept the dry development process. The performanceof
STORM is degraded during dry development simulation because of the nondeterminis-
tic nature of the Monte Carlo method for ion bombardment. Simulation for dry develop
ment was under 50 minutes. The simulation tools in STORM can be applied to simulate
other process modulesbesides lithography. STORM program release informationcan be
obtained at the following web site, http://microlab.eecs.berkeley.edu/--ebo.
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